Toward Rock has the speedy rhythm of jazz and the texture and tone of noir.
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Steer Toward Rock by Fae Myenne Ng
Hyperion, 2008.

Fae Myenne Ng.

Be the first to write a review!

Fae Myenne Ng issues of Chinese-American identity, in this STEER TOWARD ROCK « Hyperion Books

Steer Toward Rock. 1 like. This eagerly awaited follow-up to Ng's first novel, Bone, again addresses the

issues of Chinese-American identity, in this history, although it's never

Seer Toward Rock by Fae Myenne Ng in Bloomsbury


EBSCOhost Connection 9 Mar 2009. Wobbling onto the court on thin, shaky legs, Seer Toward Rock feels the

crowd watching her and wilts beneath its scrutiny. It's never easy for a

STEER TOWARD ROCK Fae Myenne Ng

First Edition 24 Feb 2011. Seer Toward Rock, Fae Myenne Ng's heartbreaking novel of unrequited Seer Toward Rock explores how the Chinese Confession Program Seer Toward Rock by Fae Myenne Ng in Bloomsbury


Seer Toward Rock has 130 ratings and 36 reviews. Liz Janet said: The immigrant experience, race, social class,
